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President’s Report 

Steady progress has happened this year through the volunteer work of our members and the Work 

for the Dole participants. The track has been cleared to the stop block at Tallawudjah Creek road. 

The track on the west side towards Tallawudjah Creek has started to be cleared. This involves 

removing small trees, grass and the noxious weed Tropical Soda Apple. 

The Gemco sleeper inserter is now operational and a lifting frame is being made to minimise the 

manual handling of sleepers. 

I have now taken on the role of Rail Safety Manager. This means assisting in the updating of the 

Safety Management System, especially writing Standard Operating Procedures, Competency 

assessments and conducting Risk Assessments. 

A Coffs Harbour council Heritage grant has been applied for to assist in the installation of flooring at 

Lowanna station. 

The GMR display at the Glenreagh Timber Festival attracted a lot of interest. The members did an 

excellent job in setting up all the static displays and answering the public`s questions. Several new 

members joined as a result of the event. 

Business Plan 

There have been no further discussions between GMR and Paul Gibbons on the proposed Cold 

Climate Botanic Gardens since our last newsletter. 

Rail Safety Regulator Audit 

The NSW Independent Rail Safety Regulator, as an agent for the Office of the National Rail Safety 

Regulator provided its compliance inspection report to GMR on 26 September 2016.  The report 

listed 8 non compliances including: 

 Completion of its SMS review 

 Demonstration of an adequate implementation of its SMS 

 Demonstration of adequate internal communication of safety related information 

 Management of rolling stock maintenance 

 Risk assessment process 

 Change management 

 Management of competence 
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We are confident we can provide a satisfactory response to these issues and had already been 

working on some of them. 

Lowanna 

Lowanna is looking nice and green with our Work for the 

Dole participants establishing new gardens and keeping 

the grounds clean and tidy. The Water Gin is being 

cleaned of rust and accumulated grime and Lowanna 

Station is being prepared for a new floor courtesy of Coffs 

Harbour Hardwoods and Coffs Harbour City Council.  An 

open day is being planned for after the floors are done 

and will have a market and BBQ included. This will be 

advertised at a later date. We are currently seeking 

donations of saleable items for the market but understand 

that they would have to be from local members. We are 

also seeking cuttings of plants that were around when the 

station was built to keep the heritage of the gardens and 

surrounds true to that era.  We are working at Lowanna on 

a Tuesday and Wednesday and can be contacted on 0437249937 Maureen or 0487463656 Steve 

Martin.  Great to see the enthusiasm is still going strong with some of our mature age volunteers 

becoming members. 

Glenreagh West Cottage 

The cottage tenants continue to be very happy and their regular payments are providing a steady 

revenue stream.  

Glenreagh West  

GMR submitted a submission to the 

NSW Government’s Community 

Building Partnership Program to 

revise the project to provide the 

same facilities in a section of the 

workshop and with more benefits 

for the same amount of money.  

That change was approved on 14 

September and we are now busy 

getting the project started. 

Trackwork clearing seen below, 

has taken place near Glenreagh 

West depot heading towards the 

Mill. 
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Glenreagh Station Yard 

The weeds are again flourishing in the yard and we will need to find a way to keep these weeds at 

bay until we can begin any restoration in the yard.  Anybody who can help with slashing in the yard 

would be greatly appreciated. 

Active Volunteers 

Active volunteers are still urgently needed.  There is a multitude of activities available including: 

 Cleaning up around the shed and in our U boats to remove all the unwanted material that 

is causing a potential hazard in the work area 

 Restoring our 2 end platform cars involving some carpentry but also rubbing back the body 

work and repainting 

 Electrical and mechanical work on the rail motor as described below. 

 Track restoration 

Working Bees 

The committee at the last committee meeting decided to roster working bees for the second 

Monday of every second month beginning on Sunday August 13.   

Our next working bee will be held on Sunday 11 December 2016 starting at 9.00 am. The project for 

this working bee is to clean up under and around the Mooreland station building. A BBQ lunch will 

be provided. If you would like to help, please contact the secretary or Chris Hanson so that we can 

organise the catering. 

Rolling Stock Report 

CPH 11 

Peter Rheinberger and John Munson with some additional help lately from Mick have continued to 

make steady progress on Tuesdays.  The cow catcher has been cleaned, painted and fitted to the 

No. 1 end as has the external canopy over the driver’s window which was unearthed in the shed.  

Unfortunately the canopy for the No 2 end is in very poor condition and steps have been taken to 

have a new one fabricated.  The cow catcher for the No. 2 end was also located and has been 

cleaned, painted and fitted.  The headlight mounting brackets for both ends of the roof have been 

identified and the No 1 end bracket has been cleaned painted and refitted.  Both lights are also 

available and one has been cleaned and painted, the lamps replaced and the light re-fitted to 

the roof.    

Meanwhile Peter has completed the fitting of all crown lights and has been 

installing the lift windows and has also installed the driver’s windows at the 

No 2 end.  Many of the lift window catches are missing but we have 

located a source of replacements and hope to have them when we need 

to fit them.  Peter has also begun work on the fabrication of the remaining 

two swing doors at the ends of the economy passenger compartment.  No 

drawings are available for the two sliding doors on the guard’s 

compartment but we will hopefully be able to get advice from the Rail 

Motor Society.  The Glenreagh mill has kindly agreed to fabricate the 

necessary tongue and grooved boards for the ceiling and they should be 

available when Peter is ready to start. 

We have applied for a grant from the funds available from Transport 

Heritage NSW to complete the piping around the seats that were re-

upholstered, to supply and install vinyl to the floor in both passenger 

compartments and also to supply the tongue and grooved pine boards to 

line the interior walls.  We should know if we have been successful sometime in October.   

We understand that the air compressor was repaired before 2008 but we cannot find any written 

evidence of what was done.  The compressor has recently been checked and given a clean bill of 

health and preparations are underway to re-install it under the sub-frame. Drawings are not 
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available and we believe some of the underframe in that area may have been removed so we are 

relying on examining this area on other operational rail motors. 

As reported in our June Newsletter, we are now preparing for the repair of the mechanical, 

electrical and pneumatic control systems and the air brakes system.  Drawings and diagrams of 

these systems are difficult to obtain although we have an electrical wiring diagram and process 

diagrams of the air brakes and pneumatic controls.  We are hopefully going to receive a set of 

schematics for the various individual systems and will have to rely on what is already in place on 

CPH 11 and filling in the gaps from examination of other operational rail motors. 

We are still trying to locate anybody who has suitable mechanical or electrical qualifications and 

experience. If anybody knows somebody who has diesel engine fitting or low voltage DC 

experience or the required qualifications, that can assist with the above please contact the 

secretary by phone or email.  

1919 

Ray Gamble is continuing to prepare the boiler for a 

preliminary hydrostatic test and reports that over the 

last few months all work on 1919 has been focussed 

on removing the large bronze flange (the stuffing box 

shown below) that seals the regulator (throttle) shaft 

where it exits the firebox.  

 Initially, all attempts to extract the flange from the 

firebox failed and we soon developed a Monday 

morning routine of “come up with a new idea – go 

try it out-discover it doesn’t work-go have coffee.”  

Finally, persistence paid off and around the end of 

July, and aided by a puller that we constructed 

specifically for this job, the gland let go. 

We discovered that two of the six studs securing the flange against the firebox were broken and it 

was decided to replace all six.  It has taken five weeks to remove the old studs and clean the 

threads in the firebox and an initial inspection indicates that some of the threads are quite 

damaged from corrosion and will need repairing.  We also found the regulator shaft needs 

repairing but this won’t be done until the boiler has passed its hydrostatic test. 

Looking forward: 

 New studs will be fitted and the stuffing box secured to the firebox; 

 The boiler will then be washed out; 

 The boiler washout plugs will be refitted; 

 The safety valves will be removed and replaced with blanking plates; and 

 The boiler will then be filled with treated water and lightly pressured to check for leaks.  

All work has been carried out in consultation with and approval of the boiler inspector. 

Track Machines 

Peter Brown has designed an extendable arm to transfer sleepers from a trailer to a point where the 

sleeper inserter arm can grab them and insert them into the track.  Bob and Terry continue working 

on restoring others of our motorised trikes. 

HFO End Platform Carriages 

As members would know, both our end platform 

carriages spent many years out in the open and 

consequently have suffered considerable 

deterioration.  While waiting for studs for 1919, Ray 

Gamble has begun work on one of the end platform 

carriages and found a sag of approx. 75mm over its 

length due to a broken tensioning rod.  The rod has 
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been repaired; jacks placed under the main cross beams, the turnbuckles tightened and the sag 

removed. Much work is required to restore the exterior of this carriage so volunteers willing to start 

on this would be very much welcomed.  

Trikes 

Many trikes were converted to quads to make them more stable. The boys found the additional 

struts and the outrigger tool box and have converted our motorised trike into a quad as can be 

seen in this photo.  

 

We have now rebuilt the motorised trike and it has now had its final paint job applied. 

 

Internet and Social Media 

Our Facebook page has attracted many more people in the last few months. Much interest is 

generated every time we share our rollingstock updates and working bee news within Glenreagh 

and surrounding regions. This publicity is reaching out to many people and some are becoming 

active members. The GMR website is gaining many visits as well each month which is encouraging.  

Shared to our facebook page was this view of Glenreagh railway station seen on the left, 

December 1980 by Philip Vergison and right, April 2014 by Phil Buckley. 
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Northern NSW rail enthusiast Peter Burr supplied GMR facebook with left, a 1975 photo of Lowanna 

railway station and right, the 1974 view of the Orara River bridge at Glenreagh looking towards 

Dorrigo. Note the up Glenreagh landmark on the other side of the bridge. GMR thanks Peter for his 

contribution. 

 

  

Reminder of membership fees are now due  

A reminder for anyone who has not paid their membership fees to please do so to ensure we can 

keep rebuilding and preserving the rail heritage we have. 

Notice of Annual General Meeting 

The Glenreagh Mountain Railway Inc. Annual General Meeting will be held on 4 December 2016 at 

2pm in the Crib Room at the GMR Workshop Shed. Tea and Coffee will be served at the conclusion 

of the meeting as well as a tour of our shed to show members the progress that has been 

achieved. 

Attached to the newsletter is a nomination form for Members who would like to nominate for a 

position/positions on the Committee of Management. Completed forms should be returned to the 

Presiding Officer, P.O. Box 5104, GLENREAGH NSW 2450 by 5pm 4 November 2016. All positions on 

the Committee will be declared vacant. 

Should there be more than one nomination for any position, a Postal Vote will be conducted. The 

results will be announced at the Meeting. Please find the nomination form attached on the next 

page. 

Visit GMR online at www.gmr.org.au facebook at https://www.facebook.com/glenreagh.railway  

We leave you with a view of the Glenreagh railway yard turntable as it was a few years ago. 

 

http://www.gmr.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/glenreagh.railway
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Glenreagh Mountain Railway Inc  
 

 
 

NOMINATION FOR COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT POSITION 
(Separate form for each position) 

 

 
I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 (please print full name) (signature) 

being a voting member of Glenreagh Mountain Railway Inc wish to nominate 

 

………………………………………………….. as a candidate for election to the 
 (please print full name) 
 

position of……………………………………………………. 
 (President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, Director) 
 

I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 (please print full name) (signature) 
 

being a voting member of Glenreagh Mountain Railway Inc wish to second the  

above nomination. 

 

I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 (please print full name) (signature) 
 
 

being a voting member of Glenreagh Mountain Railway Inc, understand the duties, 

legal responsibilities and requirements of being part of this Committee, including 

having access to the internet for emails, able to use and operate a computer, and a 

knowledge of the Rail Safety Act and WH & S, am willing to accept this nomination.  

 

Nominations close at 5pm on Monday 7 November 2016. 

 
 


